A case for a citizens’ dividend
Abstract
The essence of the problem is where does money come from, and who benefits from
its creation, the people or the banks?
It is probably redundant to point out the severely skewed outcomes of the current
monetary system such as stagnant real wages despite productivity growth, the
exponential difference in wealth, and the parabolic accumulation of wealth by banks.
We discuss how bank loans are created, and how banks do bookkeeping.
We distinguish between the currently popularised UBI financed by tax and debt, and a
citizens’ dividend which distributes wealth created by citizens.
In contrast to welfare, the dividend does not discourage work, but rather enables
initiative, entrepreneurship, and career preferences.
We prove that there have been enormous seizures of wealth by banks through
nothing more than sleight of bookkeeping.
What we propose that the bookkeeping leading to this misappropriation be corrected,
and that citizens receive a dividend at the rate of growth of the economy to maintain
price stability, or to stimulate growth.
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Introduction
Terms
Welfare
Welfare discourages work, since earned income reduces welfare receipts. Welfare subjects the
poor recipients to judgment and condescension by bureaucrats with job security and pensions.
It is funded by tax and debt.
Basic Income
Basic Income is perhaps a little less intimidating since all who qualify, receive it with less
supervision. Unlike welfare, basic income encourages work, entrepreneurship, and career
choice. It is also funded with tax and debt.
Citizens’ dividend
Citizens’ dividend is the redistribution of misappropriated citizens’ contributions to the
economy currently accruing to banks. We will prove this unequivocally in following passages.
Government money
Government money is notes and coins created by treasuries and mints of governments.
Bank money
Bank money makes up 97% of the currency on the planet. It is created by banks through
bookkeeping, and issued (to the economy) as debt at compounding interest1.
Central banks
Central banks and the IMF are private banks (not government) who act in their own lucrative
interests, and are under no obligation to accept proposals from governments, finance ministers,
or bureaucrats2.

Monetary Epochs
We seem to be at the end of the current monetary system. Monetary systems typically reset every 30 to
40 years or so3.
The 1944 Bretton Woods agreement based the US Dollar on US gold4 reserves, and other currencies
were pegged to the USD, making all currencies gold backed5 by proxy. Central banks had the right to
redeem USD for gold, while citizens were prohibited from owning bullion.

1

We accepted bank money since we need it to pay taxes (to avoid being shoved into a cage), and to pay financing
charges (to avoid dispossession through foreclosure)
2
The few public central banks are relegated to issuing notes and coins.
3
Kondratieff Cycle
4
Money doesn’t need to be based on one commodity, since price is its float against any product
5
Currency is backed by violence, locally by police and cages, internationally by military and bombs

The US need for more currency6, led to the issuing of USD in excess of the gold reserve, violating the
agreement, and leading other countries to start exchanging dollars for gold. This run on gold caused
Nixon to close the gold window, and thus end the Bretton Woods period in 1971.
By the mid-seventies, the US government relaxed regulation on reserve requirements and currency
creation by banks, while other currencies adopted7 a (managed) float to the USD. Importantly banks
become the creators of national currencies.
In Canada during the MacKenzie-King era, the Banque du Canada was responsible for managing the
national currency. Commercial banks were agents (not creators) of currency8.
With the end of Bretton Woods, Trudeau (PET) relegated the Banque du Canada9 to an issuer of notes
and coins, while the national currency was created by the private corporations called banks. This bank
money makes up 97% of the currency supply.
The subsequent Mulroney government dropped the bank reserve requirement from 8% to zero. The US
10% reserve requirement was rescinded in March 2020. Even with reserve requirements, the influence
of governments on currency creation and credit contraction was tenuous since banks would simply
borrow the reserve requirement (only 10% of the loan) at the bank rate.

End times of the current epoch
It is no secret that volatility, overvaluations, quantitative easing, negative
interest rates, and sovereign defaults,
etc., are pointing to the final years of the
current monetary system.
Figure 1 Disconnect between productivity and a
typical worker’s compensation

Disconnect between productivity and
a typical worker’s compensation
Increasing debt and financing charges
under the post Bretton Woods system,
have denied people their rightful
compensation in favour of paying banks.
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Such as the Vietnam war
Currencies are needed to pay taxes to avoid cages, and pay interest to avoid dispossession
8
although lending was elastic, and managed through reserve requirements and interest rates
9
In Canada and UK the central banks are public, but they still do not create currency (except notes and coins)
7

Distribution of wealth
Notice the exponential increase in wealth toward the wealthy, completely distorting any measure of
average10. The median is well to the left of the mean.

Figure 2 Distribution of family wealth by percentile in the US
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Figure 3 Median and mean wealth per adult, in US dollars (2019)
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Such as any measure that uses “per capita”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wealth_inequality_in_the_United_States
12
Credit Suisse Global Wealth Databook
11

Total assets of banks
$50 trillion has been appropriated by the richest at the expense of the rest in the US during this period
(according to a study by the Rand Corporation13). Very telling is the asset accumulation of banks,
thought to be custodians of savers’ assets.

Figure 4 US Commercial banks assets

Covid14 has of course accelerated this
asset accumulation dramatically.
Remember that the currency that
governments use for assistance to
people is borrowed15 from banks!!

13

https://ibw21.org/news/top-1-pct-of-americans-have-taken-50-trillion-from-the-bottom-90/
The current covid recession is more economic (Main Street) like 1989 when high interest rates destroyed the
economy, than banking (Wall Street) like 1933 and 2008. And like 1989-1995 it will take entrepreneurship to
rebuild businesses and the economy, not pumping banks’ balance sheets.
15
Central banks, like the fed’, are private corporations not part of government (the few public central banks don’t
create bank money)
14

How banking works
To explain the asset accumulation in the previous charts we need to understand how banks work.
Banks as agents
Banks are almost generally considered agents of money, ie., lending out savings to borrowers.
This supposes that the assets lent out belongs to savers, and if banks manage to accumulate their own
assets it would have to come from interest income (the difference between rates paid to savers, and
obtained from borrowers), and nothing like the trillions mentioned above.
Where does money come from?
This of course begs the question of where money comes from. Where do the savers obtain the money,
and where do their customers and employers obtain the money to pay them?
Government treasuries and mints issue notes and coins, but these make up only about 3% of the
currency supply. The rest is created by private corporations called banks.
Banks create currency when they purchase debt such as bonds, mortgages and loans. What that means
is that when one goes to a bank for a loan, they purchase that debt (loan) with a payment (deposit) in
your account, while showing the loan (just bought) as an asset in the books of the banks.
Let’s recap. Before you enter the bank, the bank has no gold in the safe, nor savers’ deposits. When you
leave, you have a lien on your assets and an interest obligation, while the bank has a claim on your
assets, an interest income stream, and an increase in its assets.
Banks create currency and assets with bookkeeping. Here is the empirical evidence16.

Figure 5 Total assets of banks in Canada
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Richard Werner, Can Banks Individually Create Money Out of Nothing?
Pre-1974, these assets would be those of savers, but are now misappropriated by bookkeeping

Note further that the money for interest payments on a loan is not created by the bank, so you have to
take financing charges out of your funds, reducing your current assets. In addition as the principal is
paid, that currency is written down, taking it out of the economy.
1) Interest payments reduce your working capital, and
2) principal payments reduce the money supply,
leading to a perpetual shortage of money18. This means that people, businesses, and governments have
to keep going back to the banks for more and more debt, just to have the currency to maintain
economic activity.
On the one hand we have unemployed skills, while on the other, we have needs that are not met, for a
lack of mystical money (bookkeeping)19. Why not simply do the accounting without banks?20
Mechanism of dispossession
More and more borrowing just to have money for government and business inevitably leads to
bankruptcies, foreclosure, dispossession, and terrible, unnecessary impoverishment.
Dispossession is sped up by recessions through credit contraction21, accelerating bankruptcies and
suffering. Every 30 to 40 years the entire monetary system caves in under corruption. In antiquity a
reset was done with jubilees22, now nations are asset-striped before a new epoch is started.
How governments are responding
Keynes (would have) suggested going into debt in a crises, but recouping in good times. The Austrian
school suggests that it is somehow healthy for business to go out of business, and that deflation (and
hoarding) is good.
The MMT23 proponents have succeeded in selling the idea to politicians that a country cannot go
bankrupt printing its own currency. With examples such as Venezuela and Zimbabwe we need to
understand why this promotion is funded.
As mentioned, banks can purchase debt, but they cannot put money in the hands of people unless
people sign loans. However the government can distribute money through spending and grants. Here is
the trick – that money that the government distributes to the people is borrowed from banks by means
of bonds, using national pensions, land, and infrastructure as collateral.

18

In an organic system, if I pay for a house with 100 bicycles (or an IOU), the bicycles don’t disappear, nor is there
interest compounding. (depreciation/expiry is however useful to discourage hoarding (store of value function))
19
Please read about the carpenter short of inches
20
Mutual Credit Accounting
21
Recessions are artificially caused by credit contractions, not sunspots, weather, cycles, or any other silliness
22
Michael Hudson: A Debt Jubilee is the Only Way to Avoid a Depression
23
Modern Monetary Theory

The end game
Banks will continue lending knowing full well that governments cannot repay24, with the expectation of
eventually asset-striping, and “restructuring”, the nations’ wealth (as we have seen numerous times)25.
Bankruptcy does not mean “cleaning the slate”; it means handing over assets26.
Not only are banks buying up the world’s stocks and bonds, but also foreclosing on national assets in a
quest to own everything. So who owns the banks? It turns out that banks own the banks27, and that 20
entities own more than half the wealth on the planet.

Figure 6 Bank holding companies (BCH)

Figure 7 Canadian banks are each other’s' largest shareholders
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There would be no money in the economy if they did repay all debt to banks
Yanis Varoufakis, Adults in the Room
26
John Perkins, Confessions of an Economic Hitman
27
Barth, Joo, Lee, Cross-ownership of Bank Stocks
25

MMT and UBI29 are becoming the vectors to micro-chipping, vaccinations, and CBDC30s (in order to
receive payments).
This is a dystopia far more apocalyptic than could have been imagined in 198431, where all your
transactions are monitored, and can be blocked, starving anyone on a whim32. The current fascism
(government by corporations) is leading to feudalism and communism, where someone owns
everything, leaving us serfs scratching out a living in slavery33.
History is the battle between enslavement and liberation34.

Citizen’s dividend
In contrast to paying for welfare and basic income with tax and debt, this proposal uses monetary
sources of which there are two, 1) currency creation, and 2) interest payments.
Please see below for the details of using Canada as an example,
$470 billion is created yearly, plus $60 billion yearly interest paid by government, divided by 30 million
adult Canadians equals $19,000 per year per person. This is the amount misappropriated by the system.
Bear in mind that the
buying power of these
monies is created by the
citizens, and that this
money currently accrues to
the banks, for no more
effort than bookkeeping.
Is this even possible?
Consider that this amount
has only gone to the banks
since 1974, post Bretton
Wood, not under the
MacKenzie-King system35.
28

https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2016/11/01/canadian-banks-owned-by-eachother_n_12751158.html?guccounter=1
29
Universal Basic Income
30
Central Bank Digital Currency (We need to bear in mind that the central bank is a private corporation, not the
government)
31
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nineteen_Eighty-Four
32
Revelation 13:17 so that they could not buy or sell unless they had the mark
33
Laurence Janifer, Slave Planet
34
Freedom and Prosperity
35
This is because loans are not saver’s assets (any more), but rather created by bookkeeping that shows loans as
assets on banks’ balance sheets.

1) Currency creation
The currency supply (M3) grows at about 16% per year (ignoring recent months).

Figure 8 Growth of M3 money supply

Figure 9 Canada's money supply

16% of the M3 is $470 billion per year.

2) Government interest payments
The Canadian federal government paid $26 billion36 in financing charges37 in 2019, and $60 billion for all
levels of government38.
The Canadian government pays interest39 to private corporations called banks, for Canadian dollars40

36

http://www.generationscrewed.ca/how-screwed-are-you/explained--government-debt/
Federal interest-bearing debt is $1,025 trillion (https://www.taxtips.ca/statistics/canadadebt.htm)
38
At current low rates, which is why governments cannot afford increases in interest rates
39
Sourced from Canadians in Tax
40
How do they get away with this??
37

Implementation
It is citizens’ work that creates the buying power of



new currency created41, and
government interest payments42.

Fixing the current misallocation is about correcting the bookkeeping without disrupting the economy.
Banks
1. 100% reserve requirement43, so that new loans can only be done with savers’ savings.
Principal payments go back to the savers, and the interest payments go to the banks, after
paying savers44.
2. Existing loans get paid off, and the principals written off like the past.
Governments
1. Governments create45 the citizens’ dividends out of nothing (just like banks currently do), and
grant it debt-free and interest-free to every adult irrespectively, at the rate of growth of the
economy to maintain price stability46, or to stimulate growth.
2. Government revenues will still be tax, and deficits still funded by loans from banks (savers).
Outcomes
The stock and bond markets will stabilise47.
Recessions (and accompanying suffering) cannot be caused by banks credit contractions any more.
Caveat
All money created must be distributed to the people48 directly without bureaucrats.

41

Invisible tax on wages and savings by inflating of the currency
Government taxes
43
Banks can only lend out money deposited by savers. This means that the bank cannot create deposits with funny
bookkeeping, and that savers need to be paid a decent rate to attract savings
44
In bad times demand for money declines, rates fall, and entrepreneurs can borrow at low rates
45
Without democratic controls governments will soon inflate the currency beyond economic growth rate
46
In Canada’s case a GDP of $2 trillion at a growth of 3% divided by 30 million adults equals $2,000
47
The disconnect between the stock market and the real economy shows that inflation of equity prices is coupled
to the growth in currency supply, and not to the real economy. In fact, only a sliver of investments go to real world
projects, while the vast majority of funds results in asset inflation
48
Government expenditures needs to be managed by the current control, at least
42

Conclusion
Wars49 have typically been the means of grand theft of property and labour (taxes).
Now dispossession is being done with debt at compounding interest.

We have shown how banking and money creation works, and how the post Bretton-Woods period has
led to the exponentially disproportionate accumulation of wealth by banks. This is wealth was created
by the hard work and ingenuity of the people, but has been seized by sleight of bookkeeping.

We propose correcting this misappropriation so that wealth accrues to those who create it.

Future work
Return the ill-gotten gains since the 1970’s that have accumulated in the hands of the few50.
Control over currency creation for growth (new infrastructure, R&D, education, etc.), without
bureaucracy and favouritism.

49
50

Michael Rivero, All wars are bankers’ wars
Rand corporation, Trends in Income From 1975 to 2018

